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The Concept of Love in Masculinist Blogs: A Strategic Ideal
Tuija Saresma
Abstract
Love is often considered a positive emotion and an ethical relationship between
people. The representations of love in contemporary culture usually emphasise its
beneficial, even empowering effects. However, the fluidity of the concept also
enables other kinds of representations of love to flourish. For example, the
advocates of traditional gender order — masculinists or male rights activists
(MRAs)-— use idealistic images of heterosexual love, often intertwined with the
idealised heterosexual nuclear family, to promote repressive ideologies such as
misogyny and antifeminism. This is increasingly done with the help of internet
sites. In this chapter I wish to show that the fluidity of the concept of love enables
various strategic uses of the ideal of love. I deconstruct love as a utopian force by
critically analysing its strategic usages on the internet. Inspired by
multidisciplinary cultural studies and feminist studies, I apply rhetorical analysis in
close reading of discourses about love on a male activist site. My hypothesis is that
love is used as a repressive, heteronormative ideology in an attempt to re-position
women and men within the traditional, rigid gender order. In my reading of the
Angry Harry website, which is explicitly linked with the international male activist
and antifeminist movement, I wish to show that although performing gender is at
the very core of the site, it always intersects with other hierarchical differences. In
addition to that, I aim to demonstrate how love is used to justify restoration of a
traditional, patriarchal gender order in which the white heterosexual Western male
dominates, subordinating people of any other gender, sexuality or ethnic
background.
Key Words: Affects, antifeminism, blogs, cultural study of emotions, gender,
intersectionality, love, masculinists, traditional gender order.
*****
1. Theoretical and Conceptual Background
Love is often considered a positive emotion, an ethical, equal relationship and
even a radical power that can transgress established social practices and norms. 1
Romantic heterosexual love as the dominant discourse of love in Western societies
is reproduced throughout contemporary culture. It has been analysed in abundance
by critical theorists, cultural studies scholars and feminists, who have repeatedly
demonstrated the heavy ideological burden of the romantic ideal of love as
bourgeois, heteronormative and conservative.2 Some feminist critics of love have,
however, shown the fluidity of love and its potential as both a modern equaliser of
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relationships and an institution that produces unequal competition between women
and men in the spheres of capitalist structures. 3
Whereas love as a private emotion is limited to bourgeois ideals of romantic
love, it seems that the ideal of romantic heterosexual love is, besides reproduced in
the private domains, simultaneously increasingly produced publicly in the
digitalized contemporary culture. Assessing the blurring of public and private
spheres is important in discussing love as an individual experience and an
institutionally regulated form of organising emotional attachment and relationships
to others. The private, or intimate, has been understood as a feminine area, whereas
public has been the domain of the ‘free man’ ever since the dawn of democracy in
Greek Antiquity. Emotions have been perceived as belonging in the private arena,
rationality as a public virtue and reason as a feature of men. It is worth noting that
the division into public and private spheres continues to be heavily gendered even
in mediatised contemporary culture. However, the interconnectedness of private
and public spheres in digitalised contemporary culture becomes evident in the
blogosphere as a limitless repository of discussions and representations of love.
The idea of romantic love is closely confined to heterosexual behaviour, which is
aptly described by the philosopher Judith Butler as heteronormativity.4 In Western
culture heteronormativity foregrounds marriage as an institution that, according to
anthropologist Edward Westermarck, is universally monogamous, connects man
and wife and parents and children and arranges the relationships of men and
women, adults and children as well as social life and sociability, sexuality, working
life and wealth.5 In her critical analysis of marriage, professor of jurisprudence
Anu Pylkkänen has shown that in regulating the life of the married couple,
marriage functions more effectively in protecting property (of men) than in
assuring sexual and bodily integrity and care (for women and children).6 As
Dikmen Yakali suggests in her chapter in this volume, heterosexual marriage
functions as the innate means of patriarchy to reproduce itself is a means to govern
women in the spheres of both intimate sexuality and public working life; and that
the imperative to marriage leads to compulsory heterosexuality, where the only
appropriate way to live in either an intimate or a public sphere is to pair with a
representative of the other sex.7
Lauren Berlant’s concept of intimate publics8 is useful in analysing the
representations of love and marriage, as it denies the dichotomy between private
and public domains and shows their intermingling. In contemporary intimate
publics, the most private experiences and emotions are often thrashed out publicly
in the media and increasingly on the internet. Also, the concept of semi-public has
been introduced to describe the blurring of the demarcation between private and
public in digitalised contemporary culture, filtered through the media. Marriage as
an arrangement that organises both private and societal relations that deal with
emotional attachment, welfare, taxation, succession and transnational family
relations also shows the impossibility of separating the levels of social structures
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and individual emotions and experiences.9 Understood at least in secular Western
societies through the romantic ideal of marriage as the arrangement of a
(heterosexual) couple that deeply cares for each other, but simultaneously mixing
with legislation and political economy, love is a thoroughly political concept that
has the potential to affect behaviour and mobilise people. As Eva Illouz puts it,
‘emotions are cultural meanings and social relationships that are very compressed
together and [that] it is this compact compression which confers on them their
energetic and hence their pre-reflexive, often semi-conscious character.’ 10
In everyday understanding, gender is often understood as a bipolar system
within which separate and even oppositional groups of men and women differ from
and yet complement each other. Instead of the essentialist understanding of gender
as an innate characteristic and the dual gender order as a ‘natural’ state of affairs, I
understand gender, following Judith Butler, performatively: as something that is
constantly produced in our repetitive daily acts.11 In this approach, gender as a
given premise is problematised: I follow Iris Marion Young in taking gender ‘not
as an element of explanation but rather one of interpretation’, and viewing love
through a gendered lens, which to Young means ‘seeing how a certain logic of
gendered meanings and images helps organise the way people interpret events and
circumstances’.12
Besides analysing the relationship between love and gender, and strategic uses
of the fluid concept of love, to resist a fluid understanding of gender, I ask how the
concept of love is intertwined with notions of gender, sexuality and class. I use
intersectionality as my key theoretical concept and as a means to recognise
hierarchically organised and constantly negotiated identity positions. Intersectional
categories of gender, sexuality and social class, and the understanding of
intersecting power relations as mutually constitutive, have become the focus of
research in feminist theory during the past decades.13 Intersectionality as a critical
concept refers to the variety of changing hierarchical positions of power that
individuals take or are put into.14 In this hierarchy, ‘masculine’ is understood as
having a higher position than ‘feminine’. Bringing to the discussion other
differences, such as social class, age, sexuality and ethnicity or ‘race’, and
analysing their interdependence in positioning people in a net of power, is called
intersectional analysis. Inspired by intersectionality as a methodological tool, I am
not only interested in the gendered representations of love, but the intersectional
aspects of love. This means focusing attention on the various and changing social
categories of power that function together and simultaneously as building blocks of
individual identities and delineate the ways people live their lives relationally,
intermingled with others. My aim is to investigate strategic uses of love and the
intersections of various identity categories in strategically using love as a means of
repression by mapping the various discourses of performing gendered love on
contemporary internet (semi-)publicity eagerly spread by so-called masculinists.
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During the past few years there has been a transnational upsurge of a
masculinist, explicitly antifeminist movement online. In Sweden there have been
internet-based hate campaigns against journalists, authors and researchers that deal
with feminist issues. Besides these aggressive campaigns, masculinists in, e.g.,
Sweden, Finland, Canada, Germany and the United States have started to network
and promote an antifeminist agenda. Also more general blogs based on masculinist
ideology deal with strong emotions such as love and hate. 15 I am interested in how
love is represented in masculinist texts published on the internet. Blogs are an
extremely popular form of self-expression, and the blogosphere has become a new,
democratic political arena (with the flip side of being the place for inciting racist,
homophobic and misogynist atmospheres).16 It is fruitful to study the blogosphere
as a snapshot of the ways of understanding, representing and performing gender in
contemporary culture.
Masculinism, also referred to as men’s rights activism, is ‘grounded in political,
economic and social power relations between men as a class and women as a
class’.17 Based on the idea of the gender order as a fixed given biological fact, it
refers to patriarchal ideology, ‘combats feminism and the progress women have
achieved’ in contemporary society and is a constituent of antifeminism. 18 The word
masculinism carries a variety of negative connotations, such as the implicit idea
that masculinism is a form of antifeminism and is as legitimate as its feminist
counterpart.19 As a result, I would like to state at the outset that I am using the
concept in a critical sense, denying the idea of gender equality as a zero-sum game.
Unlike masculinists, and contrary to much of the existing research in the area of
social psychology that deals with heterosexual love relationships, the aim here is
not to document male-female differences.20 Instead, following philosopher Luce
Irigaray, I comprehend the difference between genders not as essential, but as an
ethical difference. Difference is not something that should be trivialised, belittled
or eliminated, but something that functions as the basis for respectful distance and
fruitful dialogue of genders. When the difference between genders is understood as
ethical, it becomes impossible to define women and men as the negation of or
simply complementary to each other. 21 A respectful gender difference is, however,
impossible in our culture, where ‘the space between woman and man is loaded
with duties, rights, appeal, lust, owning and consuming’.22
Love, like other emotions, is socially constructed: it cannot be separated from
the socio-cultural meanings that determine the way they are experienced and
expressed.23 When analysing the affective expression of the masculinists, I am
interested in affects and emotions as socially constructed and performed, instead of
taking them as individual psychological traits, and I wish to emphasise the
intersubjective aspects of emotions: they are not only individually experienced or
intrinsically situated in any one person, but are always experienced in relation to
others.24 To be more specific, I investigate the social effects of emotional
expressions and the societal context of affective rhetoric and strategic uses of love.
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In doing this, I wish to deconstruct the idea of love as a utopian, exclusively
positive emotion by critically analysing the ways the representations of love are
used for reactionary, submissive goals in the masculinist blogosphere. In
emphasising the fluidity of the uses of love, I ask how the concept of love is
reframed and used as a rhetorical means to legitimise an unequal distribution of
power between genders. Inspired by multidisciplinary cultural studies and feminist
studies, my hypothesis is that love as a fluid and elastic concept is used
strategically. In late modern society where dichotomous gender order and rigid
gender roles have undergone dissolution (about the blurring of gender norms and
positions, see Angela Tumini’s chapter in the volume), love is used by masculinists
as a repressive concept. Drawing simultaneously from the understanding of love as
an emotion that arouses positive responses and from heteronormative and
misogynist ideologies, the ideal of love is used by masculinists strategically to
reposition women and men in the traditional gender order.
2. Reading Masculinist Blogs on the Internet
Love is discussed endlessly in television, pop lyrics, cinema, women’s
magazines and self-help literature — and in blogs and dating sites on the internet.
Love has always been represented in novels and the film industry, and the
contemporary self-help literature industry echoes the ideal of an enduring
relationship and pure love.25 The spread of social media has nevertheless
encouraged all kinds of representations of love to flourish. Representations of love
range from seemingly sweet and innocent love quotes and sugary pictures of red
hearts and kissing bunnies to the porn industry’s objectifying photographs and
videos that commercialise love to make a profit. 26 There are sites promoting, e.g.,
LBGT rights or gender neutral marriage, but there is also a loud group of people
advancing anti-immigrant, homophobic and antifeminist ideologies, whose
understanding of love is, as I suggest, traditional and repressive towards all groups
of people other than white heterosexual men.
Masculinism is a movement that focuses ‘primarily on masculinity and the
place of white heterosexual men in North American and European societies’ and is
‘concerned with the alleged domination of women in both the public and private
spheres’27 in contemporary culture, where women have entered the arenas of
education and working life, and where the LGBT movement has contributed to
making the boundaries between previously firm gender stereotypes more porous.
This has led to a challenging of traditional assumptions about heterosexual
relationships and a weakening of traditional gender roles; thus, intimate life has
also been democratised28 and the man is not the self-evident head of the family. 29
This poses a challenge to men, some of whom experience as a major threat the
situation where, unlike Parson’s concept of the functional family of the 1950s, ‘the
husband’s instrumental leadership in the family [being] fundamentally tied to his
nearly exclusive role as breadwinner’ is questioned, and where the wife’s offering
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to the nuclear family has spread beyond mothering and homemaking to economic
contribution.30 I hope to show how masculinists, as advocates of the conservative
gender order, use the positive connotations of love to promote their agenda of
seeking to restore the traditional patriarchal gender order from the 1950s when
gender roles were clearly separated: men as breadwinners were the head of the
family, while women as their wives served as housewives and homemakers, taking
care of the children and keeping the home tidy and cosy so that both the husband
and the kids would feel comfortable and ‘the family would be harmonious and
well-balanced’. Thus, in the nuclear family, idealised in the ‘cult of home’, the
duty of the wife and mother was to fill the private sphere with care and love. 31
Besides nostalgic yearning for the imagined ‘lost paradise’ of the 1950s (which
actually never existed in real life),32 the most prominent themes of masculinist
thinking, such as the need for men to have regular sex with women; pop
evolutionary psychology; problems with fatherhood, visitation rights and
maintenance allowances; men’s health issues; the allegedly distorted statistics on
domestic violence and equal pay,33 are summarised on the Angry Harry site, which
claims to be ‘one of the best-known websites frequented by those concerned with
Men’s Rights and by MRAs’.34 The site positions itself, striving for irony but
simultaneously deadly serious, as longing for ‘[t]he good old days. When men
were men, and when women were, as ever, complaining’.35
Focusing the investigation on a narrow case, the Angry Harry site as explicitly
heterosexual and ‘white’ means there is no discussion of other ethnicities or
sexualities at the outset. However, during the analysis, special consideration will be
directed at reading the fractures of this white heterosexual narrative. With the help
of intersectionality as a methodological tool, I wish to demonstrate how identity
positions, such as sexuality and class, intersect with gender in discussions dealing
with love. In my analysis, I use intersectionality as the critical recognition of
hierarchically organised and constantly negotiated identity positions. 36 My aim is
to analyse how the categories of gender, sexuality and class function together and
produce each other performatively when discussing love. 37 As an exception to
many intersectional investigations that emphasise the mutual working of
subordinating identity categories, e. g., the oppression of poor uneducated Latina
women in the United States,38 my particular interest here focuses on the ‘unmarked
categories of power’, that is, the subject positions of white middle class Western
heterosexual men.39
When choosing to analyse the affective Angry Harry site, I followed Sara
Ahmed’s views on the influentiality of texts: when circulating in public, texts
arrange and organise us by situating ‘others’ as the ‘sources of our emotions’. The
emotionality or affectivity of texts has to do with the way the texts ‘move’ us, and
also with how emotions are performed in the texts. 40 Analysing the representations
of love found on a masculinist site, known for its affective, black-and-white
rhetoric, misogyny – reflecting the deeply rooted cultural misogyny that Veenu
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Kakkar and Aanchal Kapur discuss in their chapter in this volume – and even hate
speech towards feminists,41 I aim to analyse the understanding of love from another
angle, and to uncover the representations of love that do not deal with the positive
connotations of nurturing affection and care.
My method of reading is a narrative discourse analysis that enables studying
the performativity of writing and the functions of linguistic choices. 42 More
specifically, this rhetorically-inspired close reading can be described as the
‘methodology of intentional misreading’, based on feminist critique of ideology. 43
It is close reading that deliberately interrupts the narrative. 44 By ‘teasing out’ the
meanings between the lines, I reach towards what’s behind the foreseeability of
these texts, through their familiarity and recognisability. As methods, the teasing
and interruptive misreading mean that the researcher does not allow the dominant
ways of reading to guide the interpretations, but that she leads the reading herself,
asking her own questions. This method of teasing out and deliberately misreading
as a form of deconstructive reading means asking disruptive and subversive
questions rather than merely accepting the conclusions explicitly drawn by the text.
In reading the Angry Harry site I ask: What actually is meant by love as it is
understood and used by the Angry Harry bloggers? Is love gendered in the blogs?
What is said about women and men and about their relationship? How are the
expressions of love articulated as a subtext of the expressions of hate, resentment
or subordination? How do masculinists use the ideal of love in their re-articulations
of love? In other words, I am interested in the socially constructed and shared
understanding of ideal love and the ideology behind its representations.
3. Four Thematic Constellations Masculinists Use in Discussing Love
The Angry Harry site contains essays by the writer himself, the most popular of
which are ‘Why Governments love feminism’ and ‘The psychological difference
between men and women’, as well as links to essays published elsewhere, such as
‘Are domestic violence statistics bogus’ by Wendy McElroy,45 or ‘The women
brainwashed by therapists to believe their parents abused them’ by Amanda
Gable.46 The page is structured as a blog, showing the most recently updated essay
right at the top of the site.47
In the left column of the page there is an ‘MRA corner’ and links to, e. g., the A
Voice for Men site and radio show, the Page for Men site with its rude pictures of
half-naked girls in suggestive postures and a YouTube clip headed ‘The real reason
there aren’t more female scientists’,48 while in the right column glowing comments
from the readers of the site are posted. Rhetorically, the site follows all the
principles of populist language that relies on emotive expressions, strong
polarisations and simplifications and stereotypes. It uses vague expressions and
colourful metaphors and is based on juxtaposing various groups of people and
constructing competing groups of ‘us’ and ‘them’. Another central aspect of
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populist rhetoric is that it eagerly perceives threats, faults and enemies
everywhere.49
To find representations of love on the Angry Harry site, I used the ‘search’
command on the page and found five essays that had ‘love’ in the heading. They
were: ‘Mike Tyson – Women just love violent men’ (from now on referred to as
Violence); ‘Feminism pros and cons: Why governments love feminism’
(Government); ‘Women love Manga and masculine voices’ (Manga); ‘Do men
love to bash pregnant women?’ (Bashing); and ‘Do women love to do housework?’
(Housework). Romantic love as a ‘pure relationship’50 was not in the focus of any
of the writings; instead love was described as either a feeling women cannot help
but have towards violent men;51 a feeling Western governments have towards
feminists as their allies in creating ‘as much disharmony as possible between men
and women in order to fund their own empires’;52 a strong attraction of women to
Manga comics as a representation of their fantasy of being raped and loving it;53 or
an ironical note about research on domestic violence that (allegedly falsely) reports
that 17% of pregnant women have encountered domestic violence. 54 Thus, ‘love’
seemed to be a divergent concept that often had an opportunistic undertone.
Reading these texts by teasing out the meanings of love in them, I found four
thematic constellations of discourses that intertwine and overlap in the masculinist
understanding of love. Each of these constellations is present in one or more of the
five essays analysed here. After introducing them and looking at the intersecting
differences behind the most obvious difference, namely gender difference, I will
discuss their role in constructing ideal love in masculinist thought.
a. The Fundamental Difference
For Luce Irigaray, the genders should not be comprehended only in relation to
each other. Instead, the idea of radical gender difference enables thinking about
difference and dissimilarity without reducing woman and man to counterparts to
each other.55 Contrary to this philosophical ideal, the starting point of Angry Harry
is that men and women are profoundly different and thus act differently. Gender is
conceived as a fundamental biological difference and a congenital difference in
feminine and masculine behaviour. The masculinist understanding of genders is
postulated in ‘evolutionist psychology’:
… the need for human beings to adapt to a hostile environment
in prehistoric times resulted in men and women having different
but complimentary roles and attitudes, a balance that
unfortunately has been upset by feminism since the 1960s.56
The simplified pop version of evolutionist psychology means a few things for
Angry Harry. One of these meanings is that men’s ‘hormones and sexual urges will
drive them [toward being what women find attractive]’.57 Besides the obvious
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reference to sexual desire, a fundamental difference is also seen in attitudes
towards housework. The reason women do more housework than men is, bluntly
put, the natural gender divide: ‘it is part and parcel of women’s wily natures to be
concerned more than men about the look of things’,58 which probably has to do
with the fact that ‘many female mammals and birds have something within their
brains akin to a nesting instinct’.59 A woman interfering with this ‘natural law’ of
imbalance in the share of housework ‘is unconsciously seeking a divorce’.60
Although binary gender difference is presented on the site as the ‘normal’ state
of affairs and a biological fact, the dual gender order with men at the one end and
women at the other is implicitly supported by the presupposition of
heterosexuality. For Judith Butler, ‘women’ and ‘men’ are fraught categories that
do not exist independently, but are always tied with other facets of identity, such as
class, ethnicity, and sexuality.61 The argument of intersectional feminists and queer
theorists that sexuality intersects inseparably with gender is supported by the
famous claim of Adrienne Rich in her article on compulsory heterosexuality62: that
heterosexuality needs homosexuality to stabilise its existence, and yet, in the
contemporary gender order, the lesbian existence is compulsorily denied or hidden.
Thus, the idea of the fundamental difference between the two genders is used here
in an intersectional manner, invoking the ‘natural’ sexual order, namely
heterosexuality. Moreover, the assumed gender difference, emphasising the
different behaviour of genders — women as easily directed by their inherent
emotionality, men as ‘serious’ and rational, as the ancient division has it — is used
as the basis of social and economic arrangements. Marriage is a perfect example of
this social hierarchy produced by gender divisions that contain implicit emotional
divisions, producing emotional hierarchies, which in turn implicitly organise moral
and social arrangements, as Eva Illouz aptly explains. 63 This assumption of the
hierarchically organised emotional division of genders is implicit in the emphasis
on biological difference between genders.
b. The Household as an Exchange Economy
The following description evocatively states the masculinist understanding of
the place of women in society that is, indeed, straight from the 1950s white
suburban ideal:
But there is nothing more arousing for a man than to peer over
the top of his newspaper in order to observe closely his woman
scuttling around, hither and thither, vacuuming the carpet,
dusting his furniture and cleaning the windows—her pretty
negligee rising and falling tantalisingly to the sensual rhythms of
her labours.64
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In the citation above, the woman is described as an intellectually immature
sexual object, almost parallel to furniture, whose task is to keep the home tidy and
to look desirable. In the ideology so well captured in this (perhaps intentionally)
ironical statement, women get protection and shelter from their husbands in
exchange for sexual and domestic services. In my earlier readings of texts by
Finnish masculinists, namely a blog by media celebrity Henry Laasanen65 and an
essay collection by poet and essayist Timo Hännikäinen,66 I found similarities in
the emotionless tone of their texts: positive feelings such as love are not discussed,
but instead, the idea of hetero-sex as an exchange of commodities, inspired by
neoliberalism, penetrates the texts. This is not only a characteristic of masculinist
ideology, but more broadly a feature of what Max Weber called the spirit of
capitalism, which has been conceptualised in the commercialisation of intimate life
as described by Arlie Hochschild.67
Although this citation from the Angry Harry site uses affective expressions in
depicting a harmonious heterosexual idyll, it perpetuates the idea of women trading
sexual services for protection and economic upkeep that is widely circulated in
masculinist texts.68 The tendency to see women in need of protection follows the
patriarchal logic in which ‘the role of the masculine protector puts those protected,
paradigmatically women and children, in a subordinate position of dependence and
obedience’ and legitimates authoritarian power to the man as the head of the
family.69 The logic of masculinism, as Iris Marion Young has it, ‘associates with
the position of male head of household as a protector of the family, and, by
extension, with masculine leaders and risk takers as protectors of a population’.70
The idea of men and women as classes originally emerged in the theorisations
of feminist thinkers such as Zillah Eisenstein, who understood gender as a social
class. In her theorisation, men and women as classes are organised hierarchically:
men dominate, while women are subordinated.71 The principal means of
controlling and governing the lower class is economic exploitation, through which
women are forced to be housewives, raise children and serve men without pay.
Thus, marriage — although validated with love — is based on economic
subordination and sustains the personal and universal dependency of women on
men.72
In Angry Harry’s opinion, on the contrary, Western women have done well, as
they ‘live as the most pampered, the most protected, the most catered for and the
most over-indulged organisms ever to have existed on the planet.’73 Thus economic
issues are discussed explicitly under the ideal of heterosexual love —although the
underlying assumption that the readers of the blog are middle-aged and the
internalisation of the Western ideal of the nuclear family are not discussed.
However, feminists now pose a threat to marriage as the natural way of arranging
relationships.
c.

Feminism as a Threat to Marriage, Family and Society
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Masculinist texts utilise an affective tone, often slanted by anger and
resentment.74 This is evident in Angry Harry’s texts as well, as can be seen in this
excerpt:
Feminist hysteria, disinformation and intimidation all ensure that
women in this society are held responsible for very few of the
many negative things they, themselves, cause to happen.75
The feminist threat is rhetorically produced as a counterpoint to the paradiselike, harmonious society, which is created when men and women fulfil their social
roles, described by affectively appealing to its positive aspects:
[…] imagine a society — a somewhat idealised society —
wherein the women are happy to spend their days being closely
associated with their homes and with their children, while the
young men and the fathers are reasonably happy to troop off to
the workplace […].76
However, the setting loses its balance because ‘the main aim for feminists
is to create as much disharmony as possible between men and women’,77 leading to
divorce, which leads to ‘a whole cascade of social problems [because] the
youngsters [are] not having fathers around’.78 Marriage and its erosion also causes
“hatred towards men and a fear of men’,79 not to even mention that ‘vulnerable
‘people [besides children, the elderly and the sick] are either abandoned to waste
away on their own, or they are put into care homes and hospitals’.80 All this is
caused by the alliance between feminists and the government — ‘the perfect
hammer for smashing up people’s relationships’81 — that forces families to break
up by encouraging women to divorce, ‘breaking apart the relationships between
men and women and men and children’, encouraging ‘excessive immigration’ and
by enacting ‘laws to do with hate speech and with “offending people”’ which
‘distance people from each other’.82
Constructing feminism and feminists as a threat follows, as Iris Marion Young
has it, the logic of masculinist protection that often constitutes the ‘good’ men who
protect their women and children, in opposition to other ‘bad’ men who are liable
to attack. In this logic, virtuous masculinity depends on its constitutive relation to
the presumption of evil others. Here, those others are not (ethnically, socially or in
other ways) other men, but feminists. There is, thus, a correlate dichotomy between
the ‘good’ woman and the ‘bad’ woman. To cite Young:
Simply put, the ‘good’ woman stands under the male protection of a father
or a husband, submits to his judgment about what is necessary for her
protection, and remains loyal to him. A ‘bad’ woman is one who is
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unlucky enough not to have a man willing to protect her, or who refuses
such protection by claiming the right to run her own life. In either case, the
woman without a male protector is fair game for any man to dominate.
There is a bargain implicit in the masculinity protector role: either submit
to my governance or all the bad men out there are liable to approach you,
and I will not try to stop them. 83
On the Angry Harry site, feminists as bad women are positioned as a threat to
those good women who want to stay at home, pampering their husbands and
children. Power and subordination are thus brought up in the blogs under the
disguise of heterosexual love, and the worst threat seems to be the equal rights of
women to go to work and to earn their own salary. Intersecting power hierarchies
of gender, economic situation, social status and education are here in operation par
excellence.
d. The Defence of Male Violence
In three out of the five essays analysed here, Angry Harry argues, somewhat
surprisingly in the context of discussing love, for a close link between sexuality
and violence. In all these essays violent and aggressive men are described as the
subjects of female fantasies: ‘Mike Tyson would click his fingers at one of the
gorgeous young women in the queue, and she would be the one honoured with his
bed for the night.’84 The alleged female worshipping of ‘arrogant, loud-mouthed,
muscular, boundary-breaking men’ who ‘perform aggressively and rudely’85 leads
to male violence, because ‘men, statistically speaking, will drift toward being
whatever it is that women find attractive’.86 Based on this evolutionary claim, a
shift of perspective is executed:
[…] instead of simply blaming men for their propensity toward
violence, one might take notice of the fact that significant
numbers of women encourage it, and get turned on by it.87
A similar logic of making excuses for male violence is found in the essay about
Manga, the main argument of which is a generalisation based on the claim that
rape fantasy expressed in Manga comics is popular among Japanese women:
‘many women just love the idea of being abused. They love it.’88
The argument goes as follows: Gradually, men learn to behave according to
‘women’s ubiquitous rape fantasies’, using ’aggression as a means of making
women feel good’,89 but this turns out to be dangerous because, in Angry Harry’s
world, there are women like Little Miss Victim or Vengeful Alice. They also have
fantasies about rape, but for some reason after intercourse they change their mind
regarding the enjoyment caused by aggressive sexual behaviour and charge the
innocent man with rape.90
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In the essay dealing with bashing pregnant women, pregnancy changes the
power relations of the heterosexual relationship, for now ‘her partner not only
ceases to be the centre of her universe, he quickly turns into not much more than an
implement for achieving her aims. Most of the animal kingdom seems to operate in
this fashion’.91 The argumentation continues:
As a result, [men] often feel very insecure and threatened by
[pregnancy]. Further, they often feel that they have been duped,
and lied to, because of the dramatic changes in their partners’
attitudes toward them — hence the violence.92
Besides justification of domestic violence conducted by men — ‘the more men
are disempowered within their relationships, the more will men and women tend to
end up reacting toward each other with aggression’93 — the essay tries to prove
that statistics on domestic violence lie, hiding of course, the power hierarchies of
gender and physical ability.

4. Conclusions and Discussion
The four thematic constellations introduced above indicate the various strategic
uses of love in masculinist thought. The last quote above proves their intertwining,
bringing together the evolutionary psychological explanation, the crisis of men and
the breakdown of the traditional heterosexual partnership, and the erosion of the
patriarchal idea about the man as the head of the family, all wrapped up in a
package of affective rhetoric. In an exemplary way, the citation describes the
change in the status of white middle class heterosexual male in contemporary
culture.
Advocating the traditional gender order, masculinists use the concept of love to
promote the repressive ideas of misogynist and antifeminist ideologies. My
hypothesis was that love is used as a justification of the restoration of the
traditional, patriarchal gender order, within which the white heterosexual Western
male dominates, subordinating people of any other gender, sexuality or ethnic
background. This did not happen quite as expected. Indeed, love was actually
mainly discussed outside the context of heterosexual romantic relationships. For
Angry Harry, using the concept of love is a stylistic choice, a tool for creating
tension between men as the victims of modernisation and destructive feminists.
Thus, it is not a numinous force that can elevate us above the mundane, but rather a
notion loaded with irony.
In my previous readings of renowned Finnish masculinists, I found similarities
in the texts of a blogger and a poet: positive feelings such as love are not discussed,
but instead, there is the capitalist, neoliberal idea about hetero-sex as an exchange
of commodities.94 My analysis of the representations of love in the texts by Angry
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Harry supports my previous findings, although love as a theme is more explicitly
dealt with here. In Angry Harry’s blog, too, love is a commodity that is bought,
sold and traded. And yet, when scratching the surface of the site, performing love
is at the very core of the blog. It is done by juxtaposing men and women,
reinforcing a traditionalist view of gender roles, and in the context of a narrow
understanding of love as heterosexual and monogamous. Patriarchal ideology
holds, as ‘love’ is used to tie women to their roles as wives, mothers and
homemakers. However, intersectionality adds another layer to the interpretations: it
is not only gender, but also the heteronormative white bourgeois way of
strategically using love as a means to make women stay at home by appealing to
their ‘inner nature’ as pampering parents.
Furthermore, what is worth noting is that love is obviously not only a genre for
escapist entertainment directed at teenage girls and women. Men also seek love,
although it has been suggested by Jorgen Lorentzen that ‘love is not at all an
important part of heterosexual men’s lives’, who ‘work hard to embody the
masculine ideal, to be admired for their physical, financial and political strength,
which will guarantee them a certain kind of love from people who fit into and
enhance their masculine image’. For de Beauvoir, these ‘serious men’ ‘reproduce
their patriarchal versions of love in all forms of intimate relationships’.95 The
argument would find support in other texts, besides de Beauvoir, such as in
Anthony Giddens’ idea of men behaving according to the pre-modern family
system even though as a culture, we have moved to a different mode of organising
family relations, whereas women have adopted the post-modern mode, where
intimate relations and reflecting one’s emotions have become indispensable.96
All in all, the advocates of the traditional gender order use the positive
connotations of love to promote the repressive ideas of misogynist, antifeminist
and heterosexist ideologies on the internet. It is noteworthy that this understanding
of love as a pure, altruistic and noble emotion is not limited to masculinists.
Feminist thinkers such as Adrienne Rich have argued that the very notion of love
as idealized perpetuates female subordination. , Albeit the discussion analysed here
is only a narrow and fragmentary example of the subordination of women in the
name of love, the influence of the masculinist movement is becoming more
pervasive over the internet, in addition to traditional print and digital media. Thus,
the masculinist reconceptualisation of love as a gendered concept that is
ideologically loaded as an adjunct to male conquest of women is worth studying.
And yet, while studying the fixed uses of love, it should not be forgotten that love
as a fluid concept also includes the potential of optimism, change and
transformation that is capable of challenging the rigid norms and repressive
regulations of established institutions such as heterosexual marriage. 97
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